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Hiroaki Samura's latest Blade of the Immortal volume finds Manji and Rin recovering from their

harrowing escape out of Edo's underground prisons and finally confronting their odd relationship.

DÃ¶a and Isaku have something important to announce when Anotsu and the Itto-ryu reunite with

their missing members, and Habaki Kagimura faces a death sentence! To atone for his failures and

sins, Kagimura has one month to destroy Anotsu and his crew -- or Kagimura must commit suicide.

With his Mugai-ryu assassins disbanded, Kagimura enlists even stranger felons than before,

creating the frightening, new Rokki-dan gang. With his colorful cast expanding, Samura's knack for

creating memorable characters and his masterful ability to dovetail multiple plot lines into each other

are evident in this new volume, which also packs a powerful surprise ending! * Hiroaki Samura is

the creator of the enchanting Ohikkoshi manga anthology -- also published by Dark Horse Manga!
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It came in great condition - It's a nice read. I was answering some questions about the author and

the series; This is a fun story - They made it as a quirky anime series, which was cancelled, as it

wasn't quite like the book. One volume of the book had sexual content, very little nudity in the series



but plenty of slashing off body parts and blood. I've read and enjoyed the entire series. I plan on

checking out more of Hiroaki Samura's work.

My guilty pleasure. This ultra violent tale of revenge and redemption has kept me coming back year

after year. This is a year or so worth of comics put into one volume. The story of Manji, a ronin

criminal that starts a quest to atone for his sins by killing 1,000 evil men. Aided by a nun's potion

consisting of magic worms that keep him from dying and the help of a young girl named Rin,

together they're on the trail for the killer of Rin's father. It is a very well told story through excellent

writing and exciting illustration. This is Volume 22 in the series.

The Best Manga ever x100 is coming to an end - devastated and not sure where to turn. This book,

at the other 28 or so, delivers and keeps delivering. So good, not even "Manga". Very important to

start in the beginning however - storyline is much more enjoyable when one knows the backstory.

This one furthers the story and creates some new plot points. Samura's writing and artwork are both

up to par and draws you in very well. Their are some bonus features at the end of the volume like an

explanation of characters weapons and a high school drama parody using female characters from

BOTI.

A+++

A good blend of everything that makes Samura worth reading. More odd characters, fighting of

course and further development of the lead actors and their relationships. Samura keeps up the

somewhat faster pace from the latest albums.
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